The development of products with a modular structure, where the constituent modules could be derived from a set of common platforms to suit different market niches 
INTRODUCTION
The development of a product line to satisfy different market niches presents significant challenges to manufacturing industries − from product-conception to manufacturing to aftermarket services. A product family with a common platform paradigm offers a powerful solution to these daunting challenges. The sharing of common platforms by different products is expected to result in: (i) reduced overhead and lower per product cost, (ii) streamlined supply chain, and (iii) shorter concept-to-shelf time for new products [1] . From this perspective, the key to a successful product family is the effectiveness of the product platforms around which the family is derived. Numerical optimizationbased quantitative methods have been proven to be one of the most useful tools in product family design (PFD). Depending on their design architecture, product families have traditionally been classified as (1) modular (module-based), or (2) scalable (scale based). In a scale-based product family, each individual product is generally comprised of the same set of physical design variables. Different products in the family are developed by scaling the non-platform features (design variables) such that each product satisfies a unique set of requirements. In a module-based product family, distinct modules are added or substituted (on a common platform) to develop different products [2, 3] . A popular example of a modular product family is the series of Sony Walkmans [4, 5] , whereas a standard example of a scalable product family is Boeing's 777 aircraft series [6] . In addition to the advantages derived from the increased scope of platform planning, modular product architecture also provides benefits such as easier transportation, easier replacement of products, potential for reconfigurability, and effective evolution of product generations.
However, modular product families generally present greater challenges to the design process owing to factors such as: (i) module-interdependency, (ii) possibility of inclusion/exclusion/replacement of modules, and (iii) definition of each module in terms of multiple variables (requiring simultaneous variable evolution during platform-planning). Existing PFD methods that address these challenges often make limiting assumptions such as: predefining which modules will be shared among product variants. On the other hand, scale-based product family methods that do not resort to this assumption are limited in their scope of applicability to modular PFD. This paper presents an advancement of the Comprehensive Product Platform Planning (CP 3 ) method to design modular families that seeks to avoid such limiting assumptions. The objective of this paper is to translate the favorable quantitative attributes of CP 3 , such as avoiding "all-or-none assumption" and one-step scale-based platform planning, into the design of modular families. The effectiveness of the modular CP 3 method is then illustrated by designing a family of complex unmanned aerial vehicles or UAVs (for civilian survey applications)
In this section, a brief survey of existing product family design methodologies is provided, followed by an overview of the original (CP 3 ) method. The Section ends with a brief summary of product family concepts in aircraft design, and the scope of its applicability (and benefits) to civilian UAVs.
Modular Product Family Design (PFD) Methods
Two popular scale-based PFD approaches are: (i) the twostep approach, and (ii) the exhaustive approach. A comprehensive list of different two-step methods can be found in the book chapter by Simpson [7] . Both these approaches make limiting assumptions that restrict their applicability to the broad scope of product family design. A handful of new methods to design scalable product families, which do not belong to the two broad categories, have also been reported in the literature [8, 9, 10] ; these methods address most of the limitations of the earlier methods, and also present other uniquely favorable characteristics. However, a majority of these scale-based PFD methods do not readily apply to modular families. It is important to note that, the modifications proposed in this paper can also be applied (with minor variations) to the other recent/advanced scale-based PFD methods, enabling them to effectively address modular families as well.
One of the popular approaches to module-based product family design conceptually divides the process into the following three levels (i) Architectural level: to establish a system structure and its variations, (ii) Configuration level: to establish standard configuration(s), and its variations of products and modules, and (iii) Instantiation level: to develop a practical product family through variable quantification and combinatorial selection of the modules. In this paper, the instantiation level of modular PFD has been particularly addressed. The instantiation task level is composed of the following two phases (i) Variable quantification: to develop modules across product prototypes by quantifying design variables; and (ii) Combinatorial selection: to develop product prototypes by selecting desirable combinations from the feasible ones. Based on these phases, approaches to the instantiation task level can be divided into the following three classes:
1. Optimization of module attributes under fixed module combination; 2. Optimization of module combinations using predefined module candidates; and 3. Simultaneous optimization of module attributes and module combinations.
The majority of the approaches for solving these optimization problems require specifying the platform (fixed module combination, i.e., Class 1) prior to optimization, in order to reduce the design space and render the problem computationally more tractable. Most other optimization approaches are geared toward Class 2 optimization problems, e.g., Ref. [11] . The assumptions involved in these two classes may lead to sub-optimal modulebased product families. Very few optimization approaches exist to solve Class 3 type optimization problems, such as developed by Fujita et al. [12, 13] .
Several other well known methods exist in modular PFD, such as presented by Stone et al. [14] , Dahmus et al. [15] , Guo et al. [16] , Jose et al. [17] , Kalligeros et al. [18] , Saron et al. [19] , Yu et al. [20] , and [21] .
Comprehensive Product Platform Planning (CP 3 ): Overview
The Comprehensive Product Platform Planning (CP 3 ) framework, introduced by Chowdhury et al. [22] , seeks to coherently address a wide range of problem scenarios. The CP 3 framework presents a generalized mathematical model of the platform planning process based on the formulation of a commonality matrix. This model yields a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem with a large number of binary variables. Originally, Chowdhury et al. [22] developed and implemented a Platform Segregating Mapping Function (PSMF) method to convert the MINLP problem into a less expensive continuous optimization problem, and the approximated problem was solved using conventional Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). A reduction of the high-dimensional MINLP problem into a more tractable MINLP problem was later performed [23] , and the reduced problem was solved using a mixed-discrete PSO algorithm [24] .
The commonality matrix in the original CP 3 method, as well as other similar commonality formulations [25] , do not readily represent the platform-plan for modular products, where each module comprises multiple design variables. This paper modifies the commonality matrix definition for application to modular families. Subsequently, the commonality constraint, which ensures feasible product platform plans, is also modified to enable effective sharing of multivariate modules among product variants. Importantly, the scaling attributes of the original CP 3 model are favorably retained, which is unique in the PFD literature. Important features of this new modular CP 3 model include:
1. This model facilitates sharing of entire multivariate modules among product variants. 2. Modules are allowed to be included or excluded, based on allowed physical product configurations.
3. If necessary (from a practical manufacturing standpoint), individual design variables within particular modules are allowed to be independently shared or scaled (without necessitating the entire module to be shared or scaled correspondingly). 4. This model enables simultaneous identification of platforming modules and determination of the optimal module attributes (design variable quantification), during the product family optimization process.
The allowed physical combinations of modules is however assumed to be known, based on the product architecture; this assumption is generally valid for commercial products.
Product Family Concepts in Aircraft Design
Product family methodologies in aircraft design are employed by some aircraft manufacturers to design a series of multimission capable aircraft with superior performance at a lower cost. Unlike the application of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) techniques to optimize a single aircraft for a specific mission, product family aircraft designs are optimized with a certain degree of commonality while interchanging key components in order to satisfy a wide range of mission requirements. Historically, this has been accomplished though derivatives or variants of the baseline aircraft. For example, the original Boeing 737-100 which first flew in 1967 has evolved (through 11 major design variants in 39 years) in order to increase passenger capacity, fuel efficiency, and flight range. However, despite the steady increase in performance, the Boeing 737 series continues to operate primarily domestic routes. The goal of modern product family methods is to design aircraft with a significant variation in performance in order to serve multiple market segments, i.e. domestic and transatlantic routes. Such a motivation is discussed in the study by [26] to design a family of two blendedwing-body (BWB) aircraft with a capacity of 272 and 475 passengers with built-in commonality. Other noteworthy investigations includes the use of decomposition-based methods [27] and genetic algorithm techniques [28] for aircraft family design.
In recent years, the academic community has seen an explosive growth in research towards unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) fueled by sharp sales projections from a nascent Civilian UAV market. The industry now seeks to develop unmanned aircraft for a wide range of applications and mission profiles. This presents a unique opportunity to utilize product family methods to design a modular UAV family that simultaneously meets the needs of diverse customer requirements while reducing design and fabrication costs to the manufacturer. A methodology for the design of a two-UAV family operating under aerial firefighting in the vicinity of the Greek islands and maritime surveillance off the coast of Norway is described by Freeman et al. [29] . However, although the applications are different, both missions require long endurance monitoring with similar camera payloads. Limited research has been done in leveraging modular product family concepts to allow reconfiguration of large-scale aircraft features. One unique example is the work by Pate et al. [30] , in which a family of reconfigurable aircraft was designed through interchangeable wings and engines. In the current paper, we consider a family of three UAVs designed to fulfill missions with distinct endurance and payload/ weight requirements. Moreover, it becomes more profitable to both the manufacturer and the consumers (or end-users) when the UAV family is designed for industries where the same end-user can take advantage of the modular design and utilize all three UAV configurations.
ADVANCING CP 3 FOR MODULAR PRODUCTS
In this Section, we describe the important modifications made to the CP 3 model to allow module-based platform planning. The Section starts with the formulation of the new commonality matrix and commonality constraint. Subsequently, we illustrate how one of the popular measures of commonality can be readily derived from the new CP 3 commonality matrix. The Section ends with the formulation of the modular product family optimization problem that maximizes the inter-product commonality, while maximizing the individual product performances.
Modification of the CP 3 Model
The CP 3 framework [22] introduced a compact mathematical model of the product family design problem. Key features of the original scale-based CP 3 model are:
i. This model presents a generalized and compact mathematical representation of the platform planning process, which is independent of any optimization strategy. ii. This model avoids the "all or none" restriction [9] , thereby allowing the formation of sub-families of products. iii. This model facilitates simultaneous (i) selection of platform/scaling design variables, and (ii) quantification of the optimal design variable values.
In the original CP 3 model, commonality was defined strictly in terms of the product design variables. In this paper, we provide the flexibility to define commonality among products both in terms of individual design variables or modules (where each module can be a collection of variables). "A product platform is said to be created when more than one product variant in a family shares a particular part." In this case a part can be both a module or an individual design variable. Based on this concept, the commonality among modular products is concisely represented using the generalized matrix, called commonality matrix − represented by λ . For ease of illustration, we represent the commonality matrix in terms of module sharing/variation. The commonality matrix for a family of N products, comprised of a maximum of m modules, is given by 
, if the i th module is included in product−k 0 , if the i th module is not included in product−k
In this matrix definition, the generic vector X k i represents the i th module in product-k, i.e., the vector of variables comprising the i th module in product-k. The commonality matrix is a symmetric block diagonal matrix, where the i th block corresponds to the i th module. In the case of the original CP 3 model, all the diagonal elements (λ kk i ) were fixed at one − since all products variants were comprised of the same set of physical design variables. However, in this new commonality matrix, the diagonal elements (λ kk i ) are allowed to vary (during optimization) depending on the allowed product architecture (which is known a priori in practice). These binary variables (λ kk i ) are called module-inclusion variables. The off-diagonal elements of the commonality matrix, (λ kl j ), determine whether the i th module is shared by product-k and product-l, where λ kl i = 1 if shared, and λ kl 0 = 0 if not shared. These off-diagonal elements are treated as binary variables during the optimization process, and are termed as commonality variables [22] . If certain physical design variables (comprising the modules) need to be shared/scaled independently (for an application), the corresponding module-based commonality blocks can be readily expanded into sub-blocks to account for such a scenario. In that case, λ kl i j will determine whether the j th variable in the i th module is shared by product-k and product-l.
Using the modified commonality matrix definition, we formulate the new commonality constraint for modular products. The commonality constraint ensures compatibility between the product platform plan and the physical design of each product. The new commonality constraint is expressed as
The parameter m represents the maximum number of physical modules that can form a single product variant. It is evident from Eq. 2 that each term in the commonality constraint, µ kl i , becomes zero only if 1. the i th module is not included in one or both products − in which case sharing is not possible; OR 2. the i th module is shared by product-k and product-l; OR 3. the commonality variable is equal to zero, i.e., λ kl i = 0. In the third case (above), the i th module is generally not shared by product-k and product-l.
The process of testing whether a product family (comprising N products and a maximum of m modules) satisfies this commonality constraint is explained in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the black arrows represent the process direction and the grey arrows represent flow of information (as-needed basis). In Fig. 1 , the parameter, M, is equal to N(N − 1)/2; the tolerance parameter, ε, is used to relax the equality criterion into an inequality criterion − to allow manufacturing tolerances and/or to ease the optimization process. In Fig. 1 , the generic parameter X k represents the overall design vector of product-k.
Commonality Objectives
In the product family design literature, the minimization of the overhead costs (through product platform planning) is often substituted by the maximization of a commonality measure/metric that represents the net degree of inter-product commonality. Among the proposed metrics that provide a measure of tooling cost savings attributed to component sharing, the commonality index developed by Martin and Ishii [31] has been reported to be an effective metric [25] . This commonality index is essentially based on the ratio of "the number of unique parts" to "the total number of parts" in the product family. For a family of N product variants, the commonality index (CI) can be mathematically defined as
where u represents the actual number of unique parts in the whole product family; n k represents the number of parts in the k th product. The "−max (n k )" term is included in the definition to ensure that the CI varies between 0 and 1. The total number of unique parts in a product family is equal to the rank of the commonality matrix in CP 3 [23] . Hence, a more generalized definition of the commonality index is given by
where R λ is the rank of the commonality matrix λ ; and n k is the number of modules in the k th product; n k = m, ∀k, when all the product variants are comprised of the same types of physical modules.
Optimization Problem Formulation
Every candidate product platform plan (in CP 3 ) involves a large number of binary integer variables − the commonality variables and the module-inclusion variables. Each block of the commonality matrix (λ i ), corresponding to a module, is comprised of 1. N(N − 1)/2 commonality variables: λ kl i (∀ k = l); and 2. at most, N module-inclusion variables: λ kk i . In practice, the number of module-inclusion variables will be less than N, due to likely prior knowledge that certain modules cannot be included/excluded from certain product variants (depending on product architecture).
Owing to the transitivity constraints [25, 23] , the commonality variables (λ kl i 's) are however not necessarily independent of each other. The set of feasible commonality matrices can be readily identified by applying the transitivity constraints to all the possible commonality matrix variations as reported by Chowdhury et al. [23] . In the case of a module-based family, 
This constraint ensures that a module sharing scheme (λ kl i = 1) is possible between any two products, if and only if the concerned module is included in these two products (λ kk i = λ ll i = 1).
In a scale-based family, the diagonal elements of the commonality matrix are all equal to one. With this consideration, Chowdhury et al. [23] aggregated the N(N − 1)/2 binary commonality variables (in each commonality matrix block) into a single binary string of length, L = N(N − 1)/2; this string was subsequently converted into an integer variable. For a modular family, however, some of the diagonal elements (moduleinclusion variables) could be unknown. Therefore, in the case of a generalized modular family, where N i product variants could include/exclude the ith module (N i < N), we formulate a new aggregation of the binary variables:
where
In the above equation, s i j is the j th element of the binary string that includes the unknown module inclusion variables (λ kk i ), followed by the unknown commonality variables (λ kl i ) for the i th module.
Therefore, for a product family comprising a maximum of m modules, the commonality matrix is replaced by a tractable set of m integer variables, to be known as integer commonality variables. Each of these integer commonality variables (z i ) is allowed to take integer values in the range [0, L i ]. The integer values (in this range) that correspond to infeasible combinations of the binary variables can be eliminated from the allowed set prior to optimization, thereby easing the optimization process significantly. Infeasible combinations of the binary variables (i.e., infeasible commonality matrices) are attributed to either violation of (i) the transitivity constraints or (ii) the module-inclusion constraints or (iii) the known inter-module dependencies. The cre-ation of the set of allowed integer values prior to optimization relieves the application of these constraints during the optimization process, and reduces the optimization complexity − a unique attribute of the CP 3 method. It is important to note that when intermodule relationships are considered, the allowed integer values can become combinatorial in nature.
The objectives of product family optimization in this paper are: (i) maximization of the product performances and (ii) maximization of the net inter-product commonality, while ensuring that the individual products satisfy their specified design requirements. The performance objective depends on the class of products and the user/designer standpoint, and is usually reflective of the product quality. The second objective in this case is given by the commonality index 4. The specified design requirements can be generally modeled as constraints in the optimization problem. The generalized MINLP problem for a modular family of N products, derived from the new CP 3 model, can be expressed as
In Eq. 7, f p and f c are the objective functions that represent the performance and the inter-product commonality (given by Eq. 4) of the product family, respectively; the generic terms g j and h j respectively represent the inequality and the equality constraints related to the physical design of the products; and the equality constraint h cc represents the commonality constraint given by Eq. 2. In Eq. 7, the generic vector X k i represents the design vector for the i th module in the k th product (which participate in platform planning); and Y represents the vector of physical design variables that do not participate in platform planning.
DESIGNING FAMILY OF MULTI-MISSION CAPABLE UAVS
In this section, we design a family of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), by applying the modular CP 3 method developed in this paper. The Section starts with a brief description of the civilian UAV applications intended for the designed aircraft family, followed by a summary of the key attributes of the UAV design formulation. The Section ends with the illustration and discussion of the UAV family obtained by CP 3 .
Civilian UAV Applications
The Civilian UAV market has emerged in great part due to strong military investment in the development of UAVs, which subsequently fueled interest in utilizing this technology for commercial aerial applications. UAVs offer a unique set of attractive features, most notably long-endurance and high-risk mission acceptance, which is often prohibitive for manned aircraft to perform. The biggest hindrance to the burgeoning market is the integration of Civilian UAVs into the national airspace system (NAS), currently slated until 2015. However, this hasn't prevented the UAV community from identifying a whole host of aerial applications ranging from Environmental/ Scientific to Search and Rescue missions. A NASA report summarized the key barriers that need to be overcome for UAVs to become viable, cost-effective, and regulated alternatives to current technologies [32] . Some of these barriers are: (i) affordability (price and customization), (ii) capacity for payload flexibility, and (iii) multi-mission capability. The development of robust platforms for modular and/or reconfigurable UAVs can offer a powerful solution to these challenges.
With this vision, we pursue the design of a family of three modular UAVs with the following applications and mission classes: The benefit of an optimization framework that can assist to optimally reconfigure a family of three UAVs for such distinct flight requirements is obvious; collectively they capture a wide segment/ niches of the Civilian UAV market. As an aircraft manufacturer, one seeks to find industries and customers that can utilize the modular capability of a UAV family for different aerial tasks, which offers a clear cost advantage over acquiring separate UAVs which may be designed (and optimized) for a specific type of mission.
An example of an industry where this is pragmatic is the Petroleum industry, specifically the extraction of oil and natural gas from offshore platforms. In such platforms located tens of miles from shore, the supply of goods during the planning and operational stages is a regular occurrence. While normally supplied by ships, UAVs may be able to rapidly and cost-effectively transport small cargo during routine and emergency situations. Environmental surveying is an important factor to consider prior to and after securing oil platforms on-site. In this capacity, UAVs can aid in studying the ecological effects (such as the population of fish and water chemistry) surrounding the platform utilizing video cameras and hyperspectral image sensors. Finally, safety is of prime concern and a topic which came to the national spotlight following the explosion of the BP Deepwater Horizon platform off the coast of Louisiana on April 21, 2010. Subsequently, it became the worst oil spill in U.S. history. To help prevent such accidents from happening again, medium endurance UAVs are envisioned to be deployed as preventative safety measures for surveillance and remote detection of oil leaks in the platform infrastructure. Alternatively, the same UAV can be utilized for post-disaster relief efforts by searching for survivors and assessing the damage.
Twin-Boom UAV Design
The family of UAVs is based on a popular design for UAVs referred to as a "twin-boom" configuration. Its most distinctive feature is the installation of the engine in the rear of the fuselage/ pod, allowing sensitive sensors to be mounted near the nose and away from engine obstruction. The baseline UAV design used to develop the UAV family in this paper is derived from the family of UAVs conceived by RenAir LLC [33] for wind survey. An illustration of RenAir's conceptual UAV designs (with different payload and endurance capabilities) is shown in Fig. 2 . The PFD yielded by the (CP 3 ) framework is heavily dependent on the performance objective of the UAV. For given payload and endurance specifications, greater flight range and lower fuel consumption are desirable (for the UAV design). As such, the net range per unit fuel consumption (in miles/gallon) is considered as the performance objective (to be maximized) in generating an optimum family of three UAVs with endurance and payload requirements (approximately) similar to that stated in the previous section.
The design formulation of the UAV performance relied on accurate approximations of the aircraft's initial and final cruise weight based on the size of the carbon fiber airframe, 4-stroke internal combustion engine, fuel, landing gear and wheels, and typical control avionics. The expressions for endurance governing the efficient flight of the aircraft is commonly known as the Breguet Endurance Equation [34] for reciprocating engines, defined as follows: (8) In this equation, (L/D) is the combined lift-to-drag ratio of the entire aircraft (wing, fuselage, vertical and horizontal tail surfaces), U ∞ is the cruise speed of the aircraft, SFC is the brake specific fuel consumption of the aircraft engine, and M f uel is the fuel mass fraction. Subsequently, the maximum range of the aircraft in miles (R) and the range per unit fuel consumption in miles/gallon (or MPG) are given by: (9) where V f uel is the net volume of fuel consumed (expressed in gallons). The performance of the UAV is estimated using a series of analytical and empirical expressions [35, 36] . The detailed formulation of the UAV performance and constraints is however not within the scope of this paper, and is in part proprietary [33] . A block diagram, illustrating the modules, the module attributes (physical variables), the operational variables, the constants/ or specifications, and the performance outputs of the UAV performance model, is shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen from Fig.  3 that each UAV is comprised of 6 modules: (1) wing, (2) fuselage or pod, (3) vertical tails, (4) horizontal tail, (5) booms, and (6) fuel tank. The modules comprise a total of 14 physical design variables (or module attributes), as seen from Fig. 3 . In addition, the aircraft cruise velocity is treated as an operational variable, which does not participate in platform planning. It is important to note that although payload is a performance attribute in practice, it is an input for the UAV performance model − the payload The bounds of the 16 design variables are given in Table 1 . In this table, "LE Sweep Angle" denotes the leading-edge sweep angle. The variable bounds are determined based on the baseline UAV designs conceived by RenAir (Fig. 2) . These bounds are expected to allow sufficient flexibility without introducing structural or fabrication issues (that are not explicitly addressed in the current aerodynamic performance model). The allowed airfoil types are integer coded, where the wing is allowed to use 7 different non-symmetric airfoils (Eppler and NACA 4-series types) and the tails are allowed to use 2 different symmetric NACA airfoils, typical of small-medium sized unmanned aircraft.
Application of CP 3 : Family of UAVs
In this paper, we apply CP 3 to design a family of 3 UAVs with different endurance and payload capacity specifications. For this application, all the UAV variants comprise the same physical set of modules (Fig. 3) . Hence, the diagonal elements of the commonality matrix or the module-inclusion variables are known a priori, i.e., λ kk i = 1, ∀ i, k. The optimization problem is formu- 
In Eq. 10, the design vector X includes the 14 module attributes/variables in the same order as listed in Fig. 3 . In this case, all 6 modules are included in all 3 UAVs, all λ kk i = 1; the ensuing allowed values for the integer commonality variables (z i ) for this 3-UAV family is shown in Eq. 10. The inequality constraints (g j ) include four primary physical design constraints that address (i) conflicts between fuel volume and fuselage size, (ii) conflicts between wing root chord and fuselage size, (iii) satisfaction of the required endurances, and (iv) avoidance of aircraft stalling. The variable bounds (Table 1) are also formulated as inequality constraints. The performance objective is given by the scaled average of the range per unit fuel-consumption of the 3 UAVs:
where MPG AS is the approximate range per unit fuelconsumption of the Aerosonde UAV, which is equal to 1350 miles/gallon [37] ; and MPG i is the range per unit fuelconsumption of the i th UAV. The payload and endurance specifications of the three UAVs (in the family) being designed are given in Table 2 . These specifications are derived for the three different civilian applications discussed in the Section on civilian UAV applications.
It is important to note that the UAV family design problem is expected to be more complex compared to most other standard test examples quantitatively solved in the product family literature, e.g., the universal electric motor and the general aviation aircraft. In this case, complexity is attributed to the larger design dimension (per product), greater functional non-linearities, consideration of inter-module relationships, and the number of design constraints. Together with the presence of the multimodal commonality constraint and the integer commonality variables yielded by CP 3 , the UAV design complexities present appreciable challenges to the optimization effort. The current product family optimization problem involves a total of 45 physical design variables (36 continuous and 9 discrete variables) and 6 integer commonality variables. In this paper, we adopted a multi-objective variation of the powerful Mixed-Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (MDPSO) algorithm [24] to solve the challenging optimization problem. The single objective MDPSO has been previously (successfully) applied to design families of universal electric motors [23] .
A population size of 200 particles is used in this case study, and the optimization is allowed to run for a (relatively frugal) maximum of 200,000 function (or system) evaluations, with additional termination criteria similar to that reported by Chowdhury et al. [23] . The values of the prescribed MDPSO parameters are provided in Table 3 . The detailed description of these algorithm parameters can be found in the original paper on MDPSO [24] . The equality constraint h cc (commonality constraint) in the optimization (Eq. 10) is relaxed by a tolerance of ε = 1.0e − 06, and converted to an inequality constraint, as is common for constraint handling in heuristic algorithms: i.e., h cc − ε ≤ 0.
MDPSO was run multiple times, yielding solutions acceptably close to each other. The Pareto solutions obtained by one of the representative runs of MDPSO are shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, we use the concept of strict dominance to compare solutions and create the Pareto front − depicted by the "blue circle" symbols. As a result, solutions with the same value of the commonality index and different values of performance are included in the Pareto front. The Pareto solutions derived from weak dominance principal are re-tagged by the red "X" symbol in this commonality objective (CI). In addition, the weakly dominated solutions (that provide lower performance at the same commonality index) might provide alternative module sharing options, which can have advantages from a practical manufacturing perspective.
Each module can be theoretically shared in 5 different schemes (5 different platform configurations) among the three UAVs. The Pareto designs in this case involved platforming of a maximum of 4 modules − i.e., no more than 4 modules were ever shared (by the UAVs) in any scheme among the best product-family trade-offs. Among the best trade-off family designs, we found that (i) the 4 th module or the horizontal tail is shared the most (in different platform configurations), and (ii) the 1 st module or the wing is shared the least. The latter observation is expected, since the aircraft aerodynamic performance is most strongly influenced by the wing design; hence, the wing design is most sensitive to the variations in the specified endurance and payload.
The maximum commonality index obtained by optimization is equal to 0.5 (leftmost Pareto points in Fig. 4) , which corresponds to a UAV family comprising 12 unique modules. This maximum commonality is accomplished at the cost of almost a two-thirds (66%) reduction in the average UAV performance (i.e. average UAV range/fuel-consumption). The maximum performance accomplished is 1.16MPG AS , which corresponds to an average range/fuel-consumption of 1566 miles/gallon for the 3 UAVs. In the case of the maximum-performance design, the commonality is zero, i.e., the UAV family is comprised of (the maximum possible) 18 unique modules. The individual UAV performances given by the Pareto solutions with the maximum commonality and the maximum performance are compared in Table 4 . In this table, "Max CI" represents the Pareto solution with the maximum commonality (among 3 UAVs), and "Max Perf." represents the Pareto solution with the maximum UAVfamily performance (average range/fuel-consumption).
It is readily evident from Table 4 that a significant compromise in the individual UAV range/fuel-consumption is necessary to accomplish greater commonality among the UAVs. The second UAV, with specified medium endurance and payload, experienced the maximum relative compromise in range/fuelconsumption. On the other hand, the third UAV, with specified low endurance and high payload, accomplished the lowest range/fuel-consumption in both cases (high CI and high performance cases). This observation shows that in general, high payloads are expected to result in low range/fuel-consumption. Interestingly, although the endurance was specified to be 24, 16, and 4 hours respectively for the three UAVs, all of them ended up with relatively high endurance values of 29-36 hours for the optimized family with maximum commonality.
The platform configuration corresponding to the Pareto solution with maximum commonality is shown in Table 5 . In this Table, each uppercase letter represents a unique module. The fully shared modules are marked in "dark gray shading", and the partially shared modules are marked in "light gray shading". As seen from Table 5 , two modules (horizontal tail and fuel tank) are fully shared, and two other modules (fuselage and booms) are partially shared in the max-commonality Pareto solution. The wing and the vertical tails are each composed of 4 design variables, under the current formulation. Hence, the sharing of these two modules would require greater number of physical design variables to be shared among the three UAVs (Eq. 2), compared to that required by the sharing of the other lower-dimensional 
modules. This mathematical attribute is likely to have partially promoted unique wing and vertical tail designs among the three UAVs. This research provides a unique foundation for leveraging modular product platform planning methodologies to develop UAV families, comprising reconfigurable variants suited for different missions. In the current version, the overall product architecture is assumed to be known. Further advancement of the CP 3 framework is therefore necessary if the product architecture is to be planned within the optimization process; for example, when different sets of sensors and avionics could be incorporated into the UAVs, and the individual UAVs might not be comprised of the same sets of modules. In the current form, the aerodynamic performance of the aircraft is mainly considered; more comprehensive design would demand consideration of stability issues and structural performance. In that case, optimal platform planning would involve significantly greater number of variables and constraints; the increased complexity might necessitate the application of collaborative/distributed optimization methods [38] , instead of a straightforward heuristic optimization (as used in this paper).
CONCLUSION
Current scale-based product family design (PFD) methods provide uniquely helpful attributes (generally lacking in modulebased PFD methods), such as: (i) allowing the formation of subfamilies of products (no all-or-none restriction), (ii) the simultaneous identification and quantification of platform/scaling design variables, (iii) likely global optimization using powerful heuristic or tailored gradient-based algorithms. However, a majority of these methods are not readily applicable (in their original form) to module-based product family design. Comprehensive Product Platform Planning (CP 3 ) is a perfect example of such a scale- based PFD method. In this paper, effective modifications of the commonality matrix and the commonality constraint is performed to extend the applicability of CP 3 to module-based PFD. In addition to the commonality variables that regulate modulesharing between products, the new commonality matrix definition presents module-inclusion variables that determine whether a module is included/excluded in a particular product variant. In the new commonality constraint, the sharing of modules generally entails the sharing of all physical-variables within the module. The new commonality constraint however also allows module variables to get shared (or scale) individually if desired by the designer. These important modifications can also be leveraged in other popular scale-based PFD approaches, facilitating the translation of their beneficial attributes to the quantitative design of module-based product platforms.
The modified CP 3 method is applied to design a family of three Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) with different endurance and payload capacity specifications. These UAVs are intended for the following civilian applications: (i) environmental survey, (ii) search/surveillance, and (iii) cargo transportation. Optimization of the UAV family is performed to maximize the average range/fuel-consumption while maximizing the commonality among the three UAVs; to this end, a multi-objective variation of the mixed-discrete PSO is implemented. The Pareto solutions obtained span from "a maximum commonality index of 0.5 at a range/fuel-consumption of 541 miles/gallon" to "a maximum range/fuel-consumption of 1566 miles/gallon at no commonality among the 3 UAVs". We found that among the best tradeoff UAV-families, the horizontal tail is the most likely to be shared, whereas the wing is the least likely to be shared. Such a UAV family derived from common platforms is expected to provide significant savings to the manufacturer, while enabling the manufacturer to effectively address different market segments. Furthermore, the development of such modular UAVs, with likely pre-flight reconfigurability, provides unique advantages such as multi-mission capabilities at significantly reduced costs to the customer/user − which can be an important direction in pushing the paradigm in civilian UAV applications. Such novel reconfigurability concepts can further benefit though the consideration of the actual assembly options (and their fabrication implications) for the modules within the modular PFD process.
Future application of the modular CP 3 method to design more complex products, where modules can be included/excluded/substituted, will further establish the potential of this approach for practical application.
